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Aberrations of Betanin Sensitized Gelatin Microlenses
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Aberrations of the concave aspherical microlenses are presented. Microlenses are produced by using betanin
sensitized gelatin and 532 nm laser irradiation (2nd Nd:YAG harmonic). Aberrations are analyzed by calculation
of the longitudinal spherical aberration and the root mean square RMS spot radius. Three presented microlenses
had good image quality for the large F number and the moderate field angle.

PACS numbers: 42.15.Fr, 42.70.Gi, 81.05.Zx, 42.79.Bh

1. Introduction

Manufacturing and application of microlenses is
rapidly expanding field in optics. With each day number
of possible applications of microlenses is growing. Some
of applications are cell phone cameras, medical devices,
optical data storage, wavefront sensing, diffusers, Lunen-
burg and geodesic lenses, waveguides [1, 4]. Like classical
lenses, microlenses can have a concave or a convex shape.
Microlenses usually have an aspherical profile, but can
also have a spherical profile [5, 6]. Standard dimensions
for microlenses are from several tens of micrometers to
one millimeter.

In this paper only geometrical aberrations (the longi-
tudinal spherical aberration and the root mean square
(RMS) spot radius) of betanin sensitized gelatin (BSG)
microlenses are calculated. The diffraction effects are not
considered because the geometrical aberrations are sev-
eral times greater than the diffraction effects. All aberra-
tions are analyzed for moderate field of view (2ω = 10◦).

2. Production of microlenses

The first step in the process of microlenses produc-
tion is the preparation of the BSG film. The BSG film
is prepared by the gravity settling method [7] on a mi-
croscope glass plate (the procedure outlined in Table I).
The betanin is natural, water soluble pigment which can
be obtained from red beet roots. In our experiment we
used betanin in a form of commercially available food dye
(E 162) to sensitize gelatin. The betanin has maximum
absorption at 535 nm.

After drying BSG film thickness of 100 µm was ob-
tained. Microlenses were formed after illumination by
the second harmonic (532 nm) unfocused Nd:YAG laser
beam. For all microlenses laser power was the same
(200 mW) and only exposure time was different (2 s,
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TABLE I
The betanin sensitized gelatin film preparation.

Step Description

1 swell 5 g commercial-quality gelatin (edible gelatin)
in 100 ml deonized water for one hour

2 heat the suspension in a thermostated water bath at
50◦C, with stirring

3 add 5 g of betanin with stirring

4 centrifuge betanin sensitized gelatin solution in order
to remove impurities

5 pipette out of 1 ml of betanin sensitized gelatin solu-
tion onto a precisely leveled and well-cleaned micro-
scope glass plate

6 dry the betanin sensitized gelatin film in the dark,
overnight, in relatively stable environmental condi-
tions

5 s, 10 s). With different exposure times we obtained
microlenses with different effective focal lengths and F
numbers. The long term stability of BSG microlenses was
obtained without additional chemical processing. Details
about the experimental setup and the possible explana-
tion for forming microlenses are given in [8, 9]. The lens
shape is concave with aspherical profile, as verified by
stylus profilometry (TalystepTM surface profiler manu-
factured by Taylor-Hobson Ltd.). The original profile of
microlens is given in Fig. 1.

3. Geometry of microlenses

The microlenses are in optical design program repre-
sented as standard lenses with two surfaces one flat and
the other concave. The concave surface is characterized
by even asphere surface. The detailed description is given
in [10]. For given microlenses the even asphere surface is
defined as:

(592)
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Fig. 1. The profile of microlens.

z = α1r
2 + α2r

4, (1)
where r =

√
x2 + y2 is the aperture of the lens (the radial

coordinate), α1, α2 are the polynomial coefficients.
The basic parameters for three microlenses (signed

ML1 to ML3) are given in Table II.

TABLE II
Basic parameters for aspherical concave microlenses.

ML1 ML2 ML3
time of laser irradiation [s] 2 5 10
effective focal length EFL [mm] −0.17 −0.11 −0.08
F number (F/#) [-] 1.8 1.3 0.8
lens thickness [µm] 99 98 98
coefficient α1 [-] −5.4 −8.1 −11.5
coefficient α2 × 10−5 [-] 2.13 4.24 8.17

The index of refraction for BSG layer is assumed to
be same as index of refraction for gelatin (n = 1.52 [11])
because of small percent of betanin in BSG layer.

4. Aberrations of microlenses

Aberrations of the three aspherical concave microlenses
are calculated in standard lens design program. For all
microlenses moderate field of view (2ω = 10◦) is used. All
presented microlenses have rather large F number (from
f/1.8 to f/0.7). From standard theory of aberrations it
is well known fact that an optical system with a large
F number ought to be complex in order to have small
aberrations. For single microlens it cannot be expected to
have aberrations smaller than diffraction, so diffraction
effects are not considered.

In design of optical systems the most important aber-
ration to correct is the spherical aberration. The longi-
tudinal spherical aberration (LSA) as a function of clear
aperture for all three microlenses is presented in Fig. 2.
It is customary to represent the clear aperture as a non-
-dimensional value. In this way spherical aberrations for
different optical systems can be compared.

Fig. 2. The LSA as a function of the clear aperture.

The theory of aberrations gives the aberration toler-
ance for the balanced spherical aberration as [12]:

Ai = 0.955λ, (2)
where λ is the wavelength. This relation shows the max-
imum value of the spherical aberration in order to have
diffraction limited optical system. In our case the toler-
ance for the spherical aberration is 0.5 µm. As can be
seen from Fig. 2, microlenses has similar maximum val-
ues for the LSA (from −9.6 µm for ML3 to −10.7 µm
for ML1). The calculated values for the LSA are much
larger then the aberration tolerance, so microlenses are
aberration limited optical systems.

The best way to describe the optical performance of
microlenses is through the RMS spot radius. The RMS
spot radius is calculated by tracing large number of rays
through the optical system. The algorithm for calcula-
tion of the RMS spot radius takes in account contribu-
tions of all aberrations to the image quality of the optical
system [12]. The RMS spot radius for three presented mi-
crolenses is given as a function of a field angle in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. RMS spot radius as a function of the clear
aperture.
In order to make decision about the image quality of

optical system the RMS spot radius is compared with
the Airy disc radius which is calculated for a circular
uniformly illuminated entrance pupil as [12]:

ra = 1.22λF/#. (3)
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From Eq. (3) it can be seen that the Airy disc radius
is function of F number.

In Table III there are summarized values for the F
number, the Airy disc radius and the RMS spot radius
for maximum field angle, for three microlenses.

TABLE III
The Airy disc radius and the RMS spot radius
for three microlenses.

ML1 ML2 ML3
F number (F/#) [-] 1.8 1.3 0.8
Airy disc radius [µm] 1.2 0.8 0.5
RMS spot radius [µm] 1.2 1.5 2.2

From data given in Table III and in Fig. 2 it can be
seen that only microlens ML1 has near diffraction limited
performance (the RMS spot radius is equal to the Airy
disc radius). This is expected result because microlens
ML1 has greatest effective focal length (0.17 mm) and
smallest F number (f/1.8). Microlenses ML2 and ML3
have the aberration limited performance. This is because
microlenses ML2 and ML3 have similar RMS spot radius
as the microlens ML1 and smaller Airy disk radius than
the microlens ML1.

Fig. 4. (a) Image of “INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS”
taken through the microscope and the microlens; (b) im-
age of “INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS” calculated through
the microlens by optical design software.

Figure 4 presents two photographs. The first is im-
age of words “INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS” taken by dig-
ital camera through the classical microscope and the mi-

crolens. The second is image of the same words calcu-
lated through the microlens by optical design program.

5. Conclusions

Three concave aspherical microlenses produced using
the betanin sensitized gelatin and 532 nm laser irradia-
tion are described. Presented microlenses have the large
F number and the moderate field angle. The longitudinal
spherical aberration and the RMS spot radius are calcu-
lated. Only the microlens ML1 has the near diffraction
limited performance. Microlenses ML2 and ML3 have
similar aberrations to the microlens ML1 but have aber-
ration limited performance because of large F numbers.
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